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The Secret Lives of Customers: A Detective Story About Solving the Mystery of Customer BehaviorPublicAffairs, 2021

	
		A "detective story" that delivers key insights for any businessperson asking the questions: who really are our customers, why do we lose them, how do we regain them?

		

		Customers can be a mystery. Despite the availability of more data than ever before, everyone, from the CEO to salespeople in the...
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Understanding COM+Microsoft Press, 1999
Developing enterprise applications has traditionally been a long, painful, and expensive task because applications developers often have to reinvent the wheel by writing, from scratch, the entire infrastructure needed to scale business logic up to the enterprise level. That's where COM+ comes in. It's an advanced Component Object Model (COM)...
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Paint Your Town Red: How Preston Took Back Control and Your Town Can TooRepeater, 2021

	Paint Your Town Red tells the story of how one city in the north of England decided to level up without waiting for Whitehall.

	

	Across the world, there is a growing recognition that a new kind of economy is needed: more democratic, less exploitative, less destructive of society and the planet. Paint Your Town...
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PC Magazine - February 7 2006PC Magazine, 2006
February 7, 2006

First Looks
Envision EN7600
...
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Working Identity: Unconventional Strategies for Reinventing Your CareerHarvard Business School, 2003
Whether as a daydream or a spoken desire, nearly all of us have entertained the notion of reinventing ourselves. Feeling unfulfilled, burned out, or just plain unhappy with what we’re doing, we long to make that leap into the unknown. But we also hold on, white-knuckled, to the years of time and effort we’ve invested in our current...
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Machine Learning for Multimedia Content Analysis (Multimedia Systems and Applications)Springer, 2007
Challenges in complexity and variability of multimedia data have led to revolutions in machine learning techniques. Multimedia data, such as digital images, audio streams and motion video programs, exhibit richer structures than simple, isolated data items. A number of pixels in a digital image collectively conveys certain visual content to...
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Digital Photography Pocket Guide, Third Edition (O'Reilly Digital Studio)O'Reilly, 2005
Even film diehards have a tough time resisting the instant  gratification of the digital camera. Today's digital cameras are more affordable  then ever before, and they deliver high quality images that are a snap to share.  Plus, you can take risks with a digital camera you never would with a film  camera. You waste nothing;...
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Eliminating Healthcare Disparities in America: Beyond the IOM ReportHumana Press, 2007

	In their timely and important book, ELIMINATING HEALTHCARE

	DISPARITIES IN AMERICA: BEYOND THE IOM REPORT, Dr. Richard

	Allen Williams and colleagues provide a comprehensive analysis of the

	causes and potential solutions to eliminating health care disparities. Their

	work is timely, because little progress has been made in reducing...
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Heroes: David Bowie and Berlin (Reverb)Reaktion Books, 2014

	In 1976, David Bowie left Los Angeles and the success of his celebrated albums Diamond Dogs and Young Americans for Europe. The rocker settled in Berlin, where he would make his “Berlin Trilogy”â€•the albums Low, Heroes, and Lodger, which are now considered some of the most critically...
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A Hologram for the KingMcSweeney's, 2012




	In a rising Saudi Arabian city, far from weary, recession-scarred America, a struggling businessman pursues a last-ditch attempt to stave off foreclosure, pay his daughter’s college tuition, and finally do something great. In A Hologram for the King, Dave Eggers takes us around the world to show how one man fights...
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Lauren Ipsum: A Story About Computer Science and Other Improbable ThingsNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		"A looking glass tale for the computer age." —School Library Journal

	
		Lauren Ipsum is a whimsical journey through a land where logic and computer science come to life.

	
		Meet Lauren, an adventurer lost in Userland who needs to find her way home by solving a series of puzzles. As...
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The Best of Verity Stob: Highlights of Verity Stob's Famous Columns from .EXE, Dr. Dobb's Journal, and The RegisterApress, 2005

	Verity Stob is the comedienne of the programming world. She has been writing satirical chronicles of techie life since 1988. Her column first appeared in the legendary .EXE Magazine, then Dr. Dobbs' Journal, and it now graces The Register.


	For the first time, the very best of Stob's...
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